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Abstract. A formal P transducer model of allelic gene network regulation is proposed to illustrate the
dominance mechanism. Genes with their regulatory regions, responsible for observable treats, are encoded by
continuous-time P systems of elementary membranes arranged into continuous chains. To get a clearer picture
of the functional mechanism of allelic gene regulatory network and to monitoring small changes of gene activity
profiles as response to external stimuli a predictive computational model of the P transducer has been built. The
components of the P transducer model are encoded by the components of the descriptive Rewriting Timed Petri
Nets. Both the dominance phenomena and the important characteristics of gene function such as differential
gene expression, functional aspects of dynamic behaviour of gene expression regulation are demonstrated
through simulation.
Keywords: P transducer, allelic gene, descriptive Rewriting Timed Petri Nets.

dominance phenomena. DNA (in genes) is
mapped by means of systems of elementary
membranes, arranged into chains, for capture in
detail the gene structure and all relevant
functional aspects of temporal behaviour of gene
expression regulation. The P transducer model
of the living cell provides system integration of
all relevant interacting components at the main
hierarchical levels of cell organization.
Using the concept of the P transducers [3] we
introduce a new quantitative computational
model of the living cell as a basis of analysis
and simulation of real-world gene networks,
which govern cellular functions, and the
dynamic behavior of the living cell. This view in
detail captures gene structure and all functional
features of temporal behavior of gene expression
regulation. On the one hand, this approach can
easily describe the discrete aspects of gene
regulation such as all the relevant molecular
interactions one-by-one with the DNA. On the
other hand, the continuous-valued internal state
of each gene, dictated by the gene regulatory
network of the living cell, is illustrated.
To simulate the dominance phenomena and to
illustrate the important characteristics of gene
function such as differential gene expression,

Introduction
Membrane computing is an emergent branch of
Natural Computing. P systems (membrane
systems) are abstract parallel and distributed
computing devices inspired by the structure and
the functioning of the living cell [1]. A lot of P
systems formalisms had been proposed: cell-like
and tissue-like P systems, discrete, continuoustime and continuous P systems, etc. [1-4].
P systems models of gene expression regulation
present a great interest in more efficient
controlling ways of how cells self-regulate the
expression of their genes in vivo and for
adequate description of the cellular processes.
It is known that Systems biology is focused on
understanding
cellular
networks
(gene
regulatory networks, protein networks, and
membrane networks) to build integrated formal
and computational models, with suitable
notations, necessary to describe all cellular
networks as an entire system.
In this article we introduce a P transducer model
of allelic gene expression regulation for
elucidation the continuous aspects of allelic
gene structure-functional organization and the
functioning of genetic machinery of the
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functional aspects of dynamic behaviour of gene
expression regulation a predictive computational
model of the P transducer has been built. The
components of the P transducer model are
encoded by the components of descriptive
Rewriting Timed Petri Nets (RTN) [5]. Some
rules are modeled by macronodes, which map
subnets of the RTN structure [6].

signals. The enzymes can be either activated
(E+) or inactivated (E-), i.e., the rates of
proteolytical reaction of the enzymes E1 and E2
can increase or decrease as a result of action of
one of the input signals. So, the activated
enzymes E+ can destroy the activator molecules
A1 or A2 of the opposite chromosome, but the
inactivated enzymes E- – can not. Using the P
transducer concept [3] we built a formal P
transducer model which allows us to illustrate
the direct influence of temperature on allelic
gene expression.

Allelic gene expression regulation model
Let us analyse the genetic regulatory system of
allelic genes linked as a regulatory network
(with positive control of gene expression) [7].

P transducer model of dominance
Due to the fact that cells self-regulate their
biochemical activities, they can adapt to
different conditions, responding to stimuli. The
genetic mechanism of the allelic gene switching
controlled by input signals is modelled. The
input signals, considered as input “marked”
objects, are read from the “input tape”. The
proteins G1 and G2, designed as output
“marked” objects, are sent out to the “output
tape”. Other factors which influence to
functioning of genetic system (i.e., rates of
biochemical reactions) are considered as
environmental stimuli, denoted by the symbol b.
The writing of ``marked`` objects on the “output
tape” is associated with the cell response to the
input signals.
A P transducer model of allelic gene expression
regulation illustrating the molecular mechanism
of allelic genes expression, controlled by
regulatory enzymes, may be represented in the
following way:

Figure 1 depicts the elements of the regulatory
system of one pair of allelic genes, denoted by
g1 and g2 that code for the proteins G1 and G2,
responsible for the observed inherited trait. The
regulatory regions of the genes e and f comprise
the binding site for the activator A1 (BSA1), the
promoter P21 and the binding site for the
activator A2 (BSA2), the promoter P22 ,
respectively.
The regulatory genes l and m code for the
activator molecules A1 and A2. The genes e and f
are under the positive control of the activator
molecules A1 and A2 and code the regulatory
enzymes E1 and E2, respectively. Due to their
proteolytical activity, the regulatory enzymes E1
and E2 destroy the activator molecules A2 and
A1 of the opposite homologous chromosome.

Π = ( Ol , Om , Oe , O f , V

,

μl , μ m , μ e , μ f

, μcell , wl(i) , wm(i) ,

we(i) , w f (i) , w1 ,E, Rl (i) , Rm(i) , Re(i) , R f (i) , R1 , R2 ),

i=1,2,3,

Figure 1. The scheme of the molecular
regulatory mechanism of allelic gene
expression with positive control.

where:
• Ol , Om , Oe , O f are alphabets of objects
associated with systems of elementary
membrane that map the genes l , m, e and f,

We take into consideration that the rates of the
enzymatic reaction depend on different factors
(for instance, temperature, concentration of
specific molecules etc.), considered as input
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respectively.

Ol = { p, pl } ,

Om = { p, pm } ,

are similar to the membrane structure μl of
the gene l;
μcell = [ 2 [ 1 ] 1 ] 2

Oe = { A1 , p, pe } , O f = { A2 , p, p f } ,

where:
A1 and A2 represent activator molecules,
encoded by the genes l and m, respectively;
p
–
RNA
polymerase
molecule;
pl , pm , pe , p f , – RNA polymerase transcribing

represents the cellular membranes. Cellular
membrane (the skin) is represented by
membrane 2, nucleus envelope – by membrane
1;
The membrane structure of the P transducer is

the gene l, m, e or f into mRNA copies;
• V is the alphabet of objects of the P
transducer.

μ=[2 [1 [l(1) l(1)|l(2) l(2)|l(3) l(3)]
[m(1) m(1)|m(2) m(2)|m(3) m(3)]
[e(1) e(1)|e(2) e(2)|e(3) e(3)]
[f(1) f(1)|f(2) f(2)|f(3) f(3)] ]1 ]2

V = { p, pl , pm , pe , p f , ul , u m , ue , u f , u, m, v, f ,
A1 , A2 , E1 , E2 , G1 , G2 , t , b}, Ol , Om , Oe , O f ⊆ V ,

• wl(i) , wm(i) , we(i) , w f (i) , (i = 1, 2, 3) represent the

where:
ul ,um ,ue ,u f

represent nuclear copies of

initial

the

sets

of

objects

over

Ol , Om, Oe , Of ,

associated with each elementary membrane
of the membrane structures μl , μm , μe , μ f ,

genes l, m, e and f, respectively;
E1 ,E2 – regulatory enzymes, encoded by the
e1 and e2 genes;
G1, G2 – output signals, encoded by the genes
g1 and g2;
u and m – mRNA copies of the genes l and m;
v and f – mRNA copies of the genes e1 & g1
and e2 & g2, respectively;
t – temperature (input signals);
b – environmental stimuli;
• μl , μm , μe , μ f are elementary membranes,

respectively.
• w1 is the initial multiset over V* associated
with the region delimited by the membrane 1
(which represents the cell nucleus).
The initial configuration of the P transducer
can be represented as following:
wl ( ) = { pl } ; wm ( ) = { p} ; wm ( ) = { pm } ; we ( ) = { A1 ,p} ;

arranged into continuous chains that map the
l, m, e and f.
|
|
]
μl = [

• E ∈V is the set of objects in the
environment. E = {t , b, G1 , G2 };
• Rl (i) , Rm(i) , Re(i) , R f (i) , (i = 1, 2, 3) are finite sets of

is the elementary membrane structure, which
represent the gene l. The direct
communication between membranes along
the chain is done in a one-way manner:
l(1) →l(2) →l(3). The first membrane of the chain
(labelled l(1)) represents the regulatory
region of this gene, it is called the
input/output membrane. The last membrane
of the chain representing the gene
transcriptional termination site T11 is named
the output membrane. The gene-coding
region is mapped by the elementary
membrane labelled l(2). The membrane
structures μ m , μ e , μ f of the genes m, e and f

rules associated with each elementary
membrane of the membrane structures
μl , μm , μe , μ f , respectively (Table 1). All the

()

l1

() ()

l1 l 2

() ()

l 2 l 3

2

3

1

1

{ }

we ( 2) = { pe } ; w f ( 2) = p f ;

w1 = { p, pl , pm , pe ,ul ,um ,ue ,u,m,v, A1 , E1 , G1 , b} ;

()

l 3

relevant molecular interactions one–by–one
with DNA are modelled by these rules. The
rates of rule application are indicated as
superscripts associated with the rules.
All rules are applied in accordance with the
rates in a non-deterministic maximally parallel
manner. Only one object is specified in all
rules described below.
Each rule has one of the following forms:
• ( x, in)|ram (or ( x, in)|rabm ) means that from the
environment the object x enters the
input/output membrane only in the absence of
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•

•

•

•

the object a (in the absence of the object a
and in the presence of b). These conditional
rules reflect the functional organization of the
gene regulatory region;
r
( x, out ) | m means that the object x is sent out
from the membrane with which the rule is
associated, into the environment;
r
( x , go )| m means that the object x leaves the
membrane with which the rule is associated
and passes to the next membrane of the chain.
( x → ( y , go )) | r means that the object x leaves
the input/output membrane, it is replaced by
the object y that passes to the next membrane
of the chain.
These rules describe in detail three stages of
the gene transcription process. Rules,
associated with the input/output membrane,
model the initiation of transcription: RNA
polymerase
and
transcription
factors
(reversibly) interaction with the gene
regulatory region. Rules, associated with the
membranes that map the gene-coding region,
model the movement of RNA polymerase
along the DNA. Rules, associated with the
output membrane, model the RNA
polymerase leaving the end of gene;
R1 , R2 are finite sets of rules associated with
the regions delimitated by the skin membrane
of the cell-like membrane system (that map
the cytoplasm) and the membrane 1
associated with the nuclear membrane (Table
1).
Biochemical reactions that evolve in the cell
cytoplasm (a part of cellular protein network)
are modelled by evolution rules. The
evolution rules of the form (u → v)|rm mean
that the objects u are replaced by objects v.
The action of input signals on the living cell
and the cellular response are modelled by the
symport rules associated with the skin
membrane of the P transducer [3, 4] (a part of
cellular membrane network). All rules are
applied according to their rates in a nondeterministic maximally parallel manner.

regulatory networks that govern numerous
cellular functions. Our aim is to model the
functioning of genetic machinery to elucidate
the continuous aspects of gene structurefunctional organization.
The P transducer model of the living cell
provides system integration of all interacting
components at the main hierarchical levels of
cell organization.
Table 1. Rules of the P transducer model of
dominance.

m

P transducer
M Rules

P transducer
M
Rules

l(1)

m(1)

( p, in) |r1
( p → ( pl , go)) |r2

l(2)
l(3)
e(1)

( p → ( pm , go)) |r6

( pl , go) |r3

m(2)

( pm , go) |r7

( pl , out ) |r4

m(3)

( p m , out ) | r8

f(1)

( A2 , in) |rA15

r

( A1 , in) | A91

2

( A1 , out ) |r10

( A2 , out ) |r16

11
( p, in) |rpA

( p, in) |r17

1

e(2)
e(3)
1

( p → ( pe , go )) |r12

( pe , go) |

( pe , out ) |

(p

r14

→ ( pul ) )⏐

r 21

l

(p

e

f(2)

( p → ( p f , go)) |r18

f(3)

( p f , go ) |r19

r13

(ul , out ) |

( p f , out ) |r20
1

r22

(A

5
1

→ ( pue ) )⏐

(E

5
1

( p f → ( pu f )) |r27

(u f , out ) |r28

→ A1 )⏐
4

r 29

( A25 → A24 ) |r30

→ E14 )⏐r 31

( E25 → E24 ) |r32

( A2 E1 → E1 )⏐r 33
(b, read ), in)) |r35

(u → uA1 ) |r36

(m → mA2 ) |r39
( A2 , out1 ) |r40

(u → λ ) |d 38

(m → λ ) |d 41

(v → vE1G1 ) |r42

( f → fE2G2 ) |r45

( E1 , out1 ) |
(v → λ ) |

d 44

(u → λ ) |d 38
((G1 , write), out ) |r48
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2

( A1E2 → E2 ) |r34

( A1 , out1 ) |r37

r43

One objective of Systems biology is to create
predictive quantitative models of gene

( p m → ( pu m )) | r23

(u m , out ) |r24

r 25

(ul , out ) |r26

2

( p, in) |r5

( E2 , out1 ) |r46
( f → λ ) |d 47
((G2 , write), out ) | r49

Components of the descriptive RTN

DE of RTN is either a bDE or a composition of
DE:
DE::= bDE | DE*DE | oDE,

Let us describe the structure of descriptive RTN:
<P,T,Pre,Post,Test,Inh,GPri,l, R, G r , φ , M , Θ >,

where: * and o represent any binary and any
unary composition operations, respectively.

where: P, T - finite disjoint sets of places and
(immediate and timed) transitions; Pre, Post,
Test, Inh – forward, backward, test, and
inhibition functions in the multisets of P, which
define the set of direct normal, inhibitory and
test arcs; G: T × N+ →{true, false} – guard
function for each transition; Pri : T → N+ –
priority functions for the firing of each
transition; l: T∪P → L labelling function that
assigns labels to nodes (transitions or places), L
- set of labels; R = {r1..., rk} – finite set of
rewriting rules about the runtime structural
modification of the net; Gr: E×N|P| →{true,
false} – reewriting guard function defines the
enabling of the rule r ∈ R associated with the
transition t ∈ T, E = T∪P– set of events; φ→{T,
R}– function defined for every transition
indicating the type of event that can occur; M :
P→ N+ - marking functions of the places. Mo net initial marking; Θ: T × N+|P| → R* – weight
function mapping transitions into real numbers
R* (delay time or weight speeds).
The transition tj ∈ T of the event ej ∈ E and the
rewriting rule ri∈R are enabled in current
marking M if the enabling conditions ec(tj,M)
and

W+

pi 0

W+

pi (a

tj
tj

m0

−

Wi = 0

Wi −

m

(b

pi

tk
Wi −

Wi + = 0

tk

Figure 2. Translation in bPN (a) of bDE and
(b) its derivatives.

Some of them are the following.
The unary inhibition " -" (pj) or test " ~ " (pi)
operations describe the inhibitory or test arc,
respectively.
The binary place-sequential operation "|"
determines the logics of an interaction between
two local states: precondition and postcondition, by the action (event). The specified
conditions are fulfilled always.
The binary synchronization operation "•"
describes the rendezvous synchronization by the
event of two or more conditions, represented by
places. It indicates that all preceding conditions
of occurrence actions must be completed.
The binary split operation “◊” determines the
causal relations between the event and its post◊conditions: after completion of the preceding
action simultaneously several other postconditions can occur in parallel. The
compositional binary competing parallelism
operation "V" means that it can be applied over
two RTN nets: RTNA with DEA = A, and RTNB
with DEBB = B. The resulting net RTNR with
DER = R can be represented by DER =R=A∪ B.
The fused nodes, with the same names, will
inherit the incidence arcs of the nodes A and B.
Introducing the macronodes we can refine RTN.
This enables the refinement of a macronode a;
by a subnet represented by the DEx in the form x
∇ DEx. The macronodes are specified by
marking-controlled DEs.

ec(rj,M) = ec(tj, M)&gr(rj,M)

are verified, respectively.
We use the concept of DE for analytical
representation and compositional construction
of RTN. A basic DE element (bDE) for a basic
RTN is:
a

bDE = |e jj mi0 pi [Wi +Wi − ] |eakk

where: ej is the input event with the action aj and
ek is the output event with the action ak of the
place pi with initial marking mi0 = M0(pi). The
flow relation functions Wi+ = Post(ej,pi) and Wi-= Pre(ek,pi) return the multiplicities of the input
and output arcs of pi.
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transducer into transitions of descriptive RTN
models:
• for every rule can be put into
correspondence one distinct transition of
the RTN, t = (j, r)∈ T, where j is the label
of region with which the rule r is
associated [5];
• some rules can be modelled by two or
more transitions (macronodes) (Table 3).

Simulation of the P Transducer model

The components of the P transducer model can
be expressed by components of descriptive RTN
using the next procedure [6]:
• to every set of objects a (a∈V*) associated
with a region of the membrane structure of
the P transducer model a place of RPN,
p = (i, a)∈ P (Table 2) is put into
correspondence. i is the label of region
(membrane) in which the set of objects a is
localized. The marking of the place
represents the number of copies of the object
a;

Table 3. Mapping of a part of rules of the P
transducer model of dominance by DE.
P systems
RTN
M
Rules
T
DE
r3
r9
e(1)
t9
( A1 , in) | A1
p 24 |t9 p 7,

Table 2. Correspondence of the sets of objects of
the P transducer model to labelled places of the
descriptive RTN model.
P transducer
MemObjects
brane

RTN
Labelled Places
places

l(1)
l(2)
l(3)
e(1)

( l(1),1)
( l(2),1)
(l(3),1)
(e(1),1)
(e(1),1)
(e(2),1)
(e(3),1)
(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(1,4)
(1,5)
(1,6)
(1,7)
(1,8)
(2,1)
(2,2)
(2,3)
(2,4)
(2,5)
(2,6)

e(2)
e(3)
1

2

p
pl
pl
A1
p
pe
pe
p
pl
ul
pe
ue
A1
A2
E1
b
u
A1
v
G1
E1

g 9 = ( m7 = 0)
t10

p 7 |t1010 p 24

11
( p, in) |rpA

t11

p15 |t1111 p8,

1

p1
p2
p3
p7
p8
p9
p10
p15
p16
p17
p20
p21
p24
p25
p26
p29
p30
p31
p34
p35
p36

r

r

g11 = (m8 = 0) & (m7 =

( p → ( pe , go)) |d t12

d12

p8 |t12 p9,
49

Up |

p9 >

i = 46

e(2)

( pe , go) |d13

t13

di
i t i +6

pi +1

d13

p9 |t13 p10,
55

∑d ,

d13 =

i

i = 52
49

Up |

p9 >
e(3)

( pe , out ) |r14

t14

1

(p

t25

e

→ ( pue ) )⏐r 2

( ue , out )⏐r 26

t26

r25

p 20 |t25 p 21
r26

p 21 |t 26 p34,

i = 62

di
i t i+2

pi +1

→ A14 )⏐r 29

t29

p 24 [ 0.2m24 ] |tr2929

(E

→ E14 )⏐r 31

t31

p 26 [ 0.2m26 ] |tr3131

( A2 E1 → E1 )⏐r 33

t33

p 25[m26 ] • ~
p 26 |tr33

(b, read ), in)) |r35

t35

5
1
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Up |

(A

5
1

2

pi +1

p10 |

64

0
k

di
i t i +6

i = 46
r14
t14 p 20

p34 >

• the initial state of the P transducer w , K, w
is represented through the initial marking M0
of descriptive RTN;
• compartimentisation of the membrane
structure µ is reflected by labels of nodes
(places and transitions) of descriptive RTN;
• we can remark two distinct situations
connected to the mapping of rules of the P
0
1

( A1 , out ) |r4

33

p 28[m28 ] |tr3535 p 29[ m28 ]

(v → vE1G1 ) |r42

t42

~
p 34[m34 ] |tr42

composes the subnet, which replaces the
macroplace p9 (Figure 4), correlates with the
number of RNA polymerases transcribing the

42

p36[m34 ]◊p35[m34 ],
64

p34 >

di
i ti + 2

Up |

i = 62

pi +1

( E1 , out1 ) |r43

t43

p36[m36 ]|tr4343 p 26[m36 ]

((G1 , write), out )

t48

p35[m35 ]|tr4848 p37[m35 ]

The mapping of a part of rules of the P
transducer model of dominance by descriptive
expressions (DE) [5,6] is presented into the
Table 3.
Using the P transducer concept [3] we built a
computational model that allows us to illustrate
the influence of temperature on allelic gene
expression (Figure 3).

Timed
transition

55

50

i = 52

i = 46

activated gene (Figure 3). d13 = ∑ d i , m9 = ∑ mi .

Figure 4. Subnet replacing the macronode p9.

Important characteristics of gene function such
as differential gene expression, functional
aspects of dynamic behaviour of gene
expression regulation are illustrated through
simulation.
Via the computational model we obtained the
graphical representation of influence of
temperature on allelic gene expression (Figure
5).

Normal arc
Inhibitory arc

Place
Immediate
Transition

Test arc

Figure 3. Screen snapshot of the descriptive
RTN model of the P transducer model of
dominance.

In Figure 3 the places p2, p5, p9, p13, p30, p32,
p34, p38 are mactonodes (macroplaces). For
d
instance, to model the rule ( pe , go) | 13 ,
associated with the region delimited by the
elementary membrane e(2), using the DE (Table
p9
3)
we
used
the
macroplace
49

( p9 >

Up |

i = 46

di
i t i +6

pi +1 ). The number of places that

Figure 5. The simulation of the temperature
dependent switching of the allelic genes.
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Figure 5 illustrates that increasing the
temperature from 200C to 350C the gene f (e) is
transformed from a dominant (recessive) gene to
a recessive (dominant) one.

organization of the living cell as an entire
whole.
The P transducer model of the living cell
permits us to develop efficient in vivo
computational models for monitoring and
prediction gene expression and protein profiles,
and for determining protein interactions.
Our study is focused on elucidation of the
molecular mechanisms underlying fundamental
cellular processes, to decipher gene function. It
is shown that the continuous-time P systems of
elementary membranes, are appropriate for
quantitative modelling of real gene regulatory
networks.

Conclusions
A formal P transducer model of allelic gene
network regulation is proposed to illustrate the
dominance mechanism. Genes with their
regulatory regions, responsible for observable
treats, are encoded by continuous-time P systems
of elementary membranes arranged into
continuous chains. To get a clearer picture of the
functional mechanism of allelic gene regulatory
network and to monitoring small changes of gene
activity profiles as response to external stimuli a
predictive computational model of the P
transducer has been built.
In the model of the P transducer of the living cell
[4] the number of elementary membranes that map
the gene-coding region correlates with the
maximal number of RNA polymerases
transcribing the activated gene.
The components of the P transducer model are
encoded by the components of the descriptive
Rewriting Timed Petri Nets. Both the dominance
phenomena and the important characteristics of
gene function such as differential gene expression,
functional aspects of dynamic behaviour of gene
expression regulation are demonstrated through
simulation. Using of macronodes for mapping of
some rules of P transducer (see Table 3) we
optimized the P transducer model of the living
cell, representing the gene–coding region only
by one elementary membrane. On the other
hand, using the macronodes we can obtain more
accurate simulation results.
In this paper the allelic genes are modelled by
means of the systems of elementary membranes,
arranged into continuous chains, to elucidate all
the relevant molecular interaction one-by-one
with DNA, all functional aspects of real-time
behaviour of allelic gene expression regulation.
Our model is based on the principles of Systems
biology that provides system integration of all
components of hierarchical structure-functional
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